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CONCEPT NOTE
• The idea of this project is to design and to build a local IMS system that 
integrate GSM capabilities, like making calls, receiving call and Short 
Messages Services. 
• This proposed system will have a local storage that will be share among users 
and an integrated local IP Multimedia System, that will provide video call, 
instant message and VoIP to the users, who are within the local network.
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• Communication and sharing of information have been key to almost everything, from a 
small group of people to big companies. At same time it becomes very difficult and 
expensive to communicate and share data, for a group of people or small businesses
• This system will be of great benefit to family and other persons living or staying 
together. 
• A user can just call the system if not sure about who is in the house and the call will be 
sent to everyone who is connected to the local network (IMS).
• No need to wait  or around with the storage device, just connect the device to local 
network
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• The user will be able to call or text other users within the local network.
• A User who is within the local network can make GSM calls through the IMS local 
system.
• The user will be able to share file or document using the local IMS or by coping it to 
the local storage. 
• A user who  is out of the local network can make a GSM call to the system and it will 
be transmitted to all the user connected to the local network.
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THANKS FOR YOUR TIME AND ATTENTION
